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Legrand cabling system LCS³ Enclosures
cable bridges and connecting sets

Pack Cat.Nos Cable bridges

1 4 460 72 For crossing a hot or cold aisle containment system
Suitable for wide or narrow cable ducts
Sliding system: the distance between the cable
ducts can be bridged at any spot without any sawing
being necessary. Cable ducts can be installed at
various distances along the depth of the aisle (for
example to save on the number of branches in the
main supply or for intra-connectivity within the aisle
containment)
Several bridges can be used depending on the
capacity required, or to keep various cables
separated
Height: 120 mm
Width: 150 mm
Usable length: 990 to 1750 mm
Supplied with assembly materials

Cover for cable bridges
1 4 460 73 For keeping content safely separated and

providing protection against dust
Can be assembled directly onto the cable bridges
Possibility to have the covers overlap so that
multiple covers can be used to ensure proper
coverage of the cable bridge
Capacity: 150 mm
Usable length: 1030 mm
Supplied with assembly materials

Pack Cat.Nos Connecting sets

1 4 460 48 Set of internal and external rack connectors (6
pieces) for connecting cabinets together
Various combinations are available of both internal
connector tubes and external connector plates
External connector plates can be screwed onto
the outsides of the structural uprights and are
invisible when the door is closed
Recommended installation: at least 2 connections
in the front and back planes
Use 2 sets for 25 U or more
Capacity: 150 mm
Supplied with fastening materials
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